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School children line up to ask questions at Peninsula Secondary School. For more pictures of yesterday’s
Outreach at Waterloo, see today’s ‘Special Court Supplement’.
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International Centre for Transitional Justice
Friday, 27 January 2012

A Court for victims: Podcast on the Special Court for Sierra Leone
Following a decade of civil war marked by intense violence meted out against civilians, the government
of Sierra Leone and the United Nations jointly established the Special Court for Sierra Leone (SCSL) to
try those most responsible for gross violations of human rights. On the tenth anniversary of the formal end
to this conflict Binta Mansaray, registrar of the SCSL, discusses the impact the court has had in Sierra
Leone and the lessons its process can afford other international judicial mechanisms.
Crucial to the success of the Special Court was that it was accessible to victims, Mansaray argued, thanks
to an extensive outreach program to ensure the larger population was both aware and a part of the process.
“The fact that this court was based in the country where the crimes took place gave us the unique
opportunity to interact with the larger society,” she said. “If you’re dispensing justice, you’re doing it in
the name of those who suffered. So they should be able to have the opportunity to be part of the process.”
That the court is based in Sierra Leone has also had a crucial impact on capacity building. “Because we
are based in the country, we are able to work with institutions in the justice sector where our impact is
felt,” Mansaray said. To ensure its own effectiveness, the SCSL undertook projects as diverse as
rebuilding national judicial capacity, creating the basis for a national archive, training police prosecutors
and national security officers, and establishing a witness protection program.
An examination of the SCSL underscores the interconnectivity between development and justice. The
success of the court’s proceedings relied on the development and rebuilding of judicial and security
infrastructure after 10 years of war destroyed most institutions.
But the relationship goes both ways, Mansaray pointed out. “You cannot have sustainable development if
your justice system is in trouble.”
To advance the dialogue on complementarity, ICTJ has launched a special podcast series examining the
opportunities and challenges of placing the responsibility for prosecuting serious crimes at the national
level. In the next podcast in the series Ambassador Thomas Winkler, undersecretary for legal affairs at
Denmark's Ministry of Foreign Affairs, discusses the relationship between the Assembly of States Parties
and the International Criminal Court.
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The Christian Science Monitor
Friday, 27 January 2012

Former Guatemalan dictator Efrain Rios Montt faces trial for genocide
Efrain Rios Montt came to power in a coup and oversaw some of Guatemala's most atrocious civil war
crimes.
By Mike Allison, Guest blogger

Former Guatemalan dictator Efrain Rios Montt speaks
with the media after a judge placed him under house
arrest, at the Supreme Court of Justice in Guatemala
City on Thursday. Rios Montt appeared in court on
charges of genocide and crimes against humanity as the
Central American nation seeks to close files on a brutal
36-year civil war.
Jorge Dan Lopez/Reuters

On Thursday, Efrain Rios Montt appeared in a Guatemalan court on genocide charges. During the
hearing, the government presented evidence of over 100 incidents involving at least 1,771 deaths, 1,445
rapes, and the displacement of nearly 30,000 Guatemalans during his 17-month rule from 1982-1983,
according to the Washington Post, BBC, Siglo XXI (in Spanish), and the LA Times.
Rios Montt did not speak during today's hearings, but it looks like he will be able to test his "I was never
on the battlefield" defense. Tonight, Judge Carol Patricia Flores determined that there is enough evidence
to try Rios Montt on charges of genocide and crimes against humanity. The prosecution wanted him
incarcerated because of his potential for flight but the judge ruled that he can remain out on bail. He has
now been placed under house arrest and will be watched by the Guatemalan National Civil Police (PNC).
A tremendous victory for the people of Guatemala and a continuation of what I believe has been a pretty
remarkable year-plus of human rights advancement in the region.

Mike Allison is an associate professor in the Political Science Department and a member of the Latin American and
Women's Studies Department at the University of Scranton in Pennsylvania. You can follow his Central American
Politics blog here.
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